The B method is a formal specification method and a means of formal verification and validation of safety-critical systems such as railway systems. In this short paper, we use the B4MSecure tool to transform the UML models, fulfilling requirements of European Railway Traffic Management System (ERTMS) operating rules, into B specifications in order to formally validate them.
Introduction
is the European Railway Traffic Management System which is designed to replace the national on-board railway systems in Europe in order to make rail transport safer and more competitive, and to improve cross-border connections. ERTMS includes the European Train Control System (ETCS) which specifies the on-board equipment and its communication with the trackside.
The aim of our work is to confront the European specifications with the national operating rules, as well as the use of formal models to validate whether a given scenario fulfills the specification regarding the functional and safety requirements. We propose to model a nominal scenario of Movement Authority (MA), extracted from ERTMS operating rules, and to translate it into B specifications in order to validate it.
In the following section, an overview of the nominal scenario MA is given and its UML models are described. Section 3 highlights the B formal validation after an automatic translation of these models into B specifications using B4MSecure. Finally, section 4 concludes this paper. 2 Movement Authority Overview Movement Authority (MA) is an authorization given to a train to move to a given point as a supervised movement. Some features can be used to define an MA, such as sections subdividing it, the time-out value attached to each section, etc. The MA function unfolds with interactions between the OnboardSafetyManagement (the on-board computer-based machine), the TracksideSafetyManagement (the trackside computer-based machine), and the Driver, as follows: Each step of this scenario represents a permission to do an action on an entity by a role. On this basis, 3 roles (OnboardSafetyManagement, TracksideSafety-Management, Driver ), 3 system entities (TracksideSystem, MA, DMI ) and 10 possible permissions (underlined actions) can be extracted.
Our approach consists in, on the one hand, the modeling of ERTMS operating rules in semi-formal UML notations with their graphical views and dedicated profiles extensions taking into account various aspects (structural, dynamic, behavioural, etc.) , and on the other hand, their validation and verification with a formal B method with its mathematical notations and automated proof. The combination of these two notations has been studied and several approaches of UML to B translation have been proposed, cited in [3] . In order to model the scenario above, we use B4MSecure platform supporting the UML/B modeling process and lying within the scope of Model Driven Engineering (MDE).
For the sake of concision, the B4MSecure platform [7] is briefly presented. As an Eclipse platform, it is dedicated to formally validate a functional UML model enhanced by an access control policy. It uses a Role Based Acces Control (RBAC) profile inspired from SecureUML profile [4] . This profile aims at specifying information related to access control in order to model roles and their permisssions. This platform acts in 3 steps: a functional UML class diagram specifying system entities, security UML models with an access control policy and the translation of both models into B specifications.
Following the three-stepped approach of B4MSecure, a functional UML class diagram containing all system entities as classes and the relationships between them is built. Then, security UML class diagrams enhance the functional model by expressing which role has the permission to perform a given action in the railway system: a class diagram dedicated to the roles and others dedicated to
